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Abstract

Constrained minimization problems considered in this paper arise in the design of beamformers

for radar, sonar, and wireless communications, and in the design of precoders and equalizers for

digital communications. The problem is to minimize a quadratic form under a set of linear or

quadratic constraints. We present solutions to these problems and establish a connection between

them. A majorization result for matrix trace and Poincare’s separation theorem play key roles in

establishing the connection. We show that our solutions can be formulated as generalized sidelobe

cancellers (GSCs), which tie our constrained minimizations to linear minimum mean-squared error

(LMMSE) estimations. We then express our solutions in terms of oblique projection matrices and

establish the geometry of our constrained minimizations.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Constrained quadratic minimizations

The minimization of quadratic forms under linear or quadratic constraints is frequently
encountered in signal processing and wireless communications. The quadratic form
typically measures the power at the output of a filter. We wish to minimize this power
under a constraint that a signal of interest is processed by the filter according to a design
principle. For example, in minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamform-
ing [1–3] the power JðwÞ ¼ wHRw at the beamformer output is minimized subject to the
linear constraint wHw ¼ 1. Here w is the MVDR beamformer vector, R is the covariance
matrix of the array measurement vector, w is the signal signature vector that carries the
relative phases and amplitudes induced on the array elements by a propagating waveform,
and superscript H denotes Hermitian transpose. The constraint guarantees that a source
with known signature vector w is passed by the beamformer undistorted.

In this paper, we consider minimizing a quadratic function JðWÞ,

JðWÞ ¼ trfWHRWg; ð1Þ

with respect to W 2W, subject to a set of linear or quadratic constraints. Here, the set
W ¼ fWjW 2 Cn�r; rankfWg ¼ rong is the set of all n� r complex matrices of rank ron,
R 2 Cn�n is a positive definite (PD) complex matrix, and trf�g is the trace operator. The
quadratic form WHRW is the covariance matrix of y ¼WHx, where x 2 Cn is a zero-mean
random vector with covariance R ¼ E½xxH �, the quadratic function JðWÞ ¼ trfWHRWg ¼

E½yHy� is total variance, and E½�� is expectation. The constraints are as follows.
Linear constraint: The constraint is

WHW ¼ CH ; ð2Þ

where W 2 Cn�p and C 2 Cp�r (rrp) are full-rank matrices. Thus, our constrained
minimization problem is

min
W2W

JðWÞ ¼ trfWHRWgsubject to WHW ¼ CH : ð3Þ

The linear constraint (2) ensures that the action of WH on W meets the design constraint
CH . We shall explain the relevance of Eq. (3) in signal processing and wireless
communication in Section 1.2. From here on, without loss of generality, we take
the constraint matrix CH to be of the form CH

¼ LHVH , where L 2 Cr�r is nonsingular
and V 2 Cp�r is left-orthogonal. That is, we assume VHV ¼ I but VVH ¼ PV, where PV

is the orthogonal projection onto the r-dimensional subspace /VS spanned by the
columns of V.

Quadratic constraint: The constraint is

WHSW ¼ D; ð4Þ

where S 2 Cn�n is a positive semi-definite (PSD) matrix of rank p and D 2 Cr�r is a PD
matrix, with rrpon. Thus, the constrained minimization problem is

min
W2W

JðWÞ ¼ trfWHRWg

subject to WHSW ¼ D: ð5Þ
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The quadratic constraint in Eq. (5) ensures that the action of WH on a random vector
s 2 Cn, with covariance S ¼ E½ssH �, produces a random vector with covariance D.
1.2. Relevance in signal processing and wireless communication

The constrained minimization problems (3) and (5) are relevant in the design of multi-

rank MVDR beamformers for resolving nonplanar wavefronts with unknown or
unpredictable signatures [4–10]. They are also relevant for the design of precoders and
equalizers for digital communications [11–16].
In beamforming, R ¼ E½xxH � is the nonsingular covariance matrix of a complex random

measurement vector x, observed by an n-element sensor array, and y ¼WHx is the output
of a matrix beamformer W (see Fig. 1(a)). Consequently, the quadratic form
trfE½yyH �g ¼ trfWHRWg¼ JðWÞ is the power at the output of the beamformer. The
matrices W and S ¼ E½ssH � are, respectively, the signal subspace matrix and the signal
covariance matrix, which characterize a complex wavefront s that is incident on the array
from an angle y. That is, s ¼ Wa and S ¼ WCWH , where a 2 Cp is a complex random
vector with covariance matrix C ¼ E½aaH �. Typically, the columns of W and S lie in the
subspace spanned by the first pon Slepian basis vectors, where p depends on the product
of the angular spread of the wavefront and the number of sensors [17,18,9].
The problem in Eq. (3) is to minimize the output power JðWÞ under the linear constraint

that the signal subspace matrix W is transformed to CH . The constraint matrix CH may be
data-independent, in which case Eq. (3) corresponds to the linearly constrained MVDR
beamformers of [4–6], or it may be data-dependent, in which case Eq. (3) corresponds to the
matched direction beamformers and matched subspace beamformers of [8,9]. In matched
direction beamforming the columns of C are selected as the dominant eigenvectors of
Fig. 1. (a) Multi-rank beamforming and (b) precoder and equalizer design.
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ðWHR�1WÞ�1, while in matched subspace beamforming they are selected as the
subdominant eigenvectors of ðWHR�1WÞ�1.

In the quadratically constrained problem (5), the objective is to minimize the output
power JðWÞ under the quadratic constraint that a wavefront with covariance matrix S is
imaged into an output vector with covariance D. This is the quadratically constrained
multi-rank Capon beamforming problem considered in [7].

We note that when W is a vector and s is a wavefront known to within a complex
constant, the beamforming problems of Eqs. (3) and (5) are equivalent, as they yield the
well known (rank-1) MVDR (or Capon) beamformer [1–3].

Now consider the communication system in Fig. 1(b), where z 2 Cp is a p-dimensional
message vector with covariance matrix E½zzH � ¼ I, G 2 Cm�p is a precoder matrix,
H 2 Cn�m is a channel matrix, and n 2 Cn is a proper complex noise vector with covariance
matrix E½nnH � ¼ N 2 Cn�n. The matrix W 2 Cn�r is an equalizer matrix that estimates the
message vector z from the noisy channel output x ¼ HGzþ n. The matrices R ¼ E½xxH � ¼

SþN and S ¼ E½ssH � ¼ WWH
¼ HGGHHH are, respectively, the covariance matrices of

the channel output in the presence and absence of noise. The matrix W ¼ HG characterizes
the combined action of the channel matrix H and the precoder matrix G. With these
interpretations, the linearly constrained problem of Eq. (3) is to minimize the power
JðWÞ ¼ trfWHRWg at the receiver, under the constraint that the direct path (noise free)
WHW ¼WHHG from the precoder to the equalizer is equal to CH

¼ LHVH . When L ¼ I,
this constraint may be viewed as a first-order zero-forcing equalization. In the quadratically
constrained problem of Eq. (5), the objective is to minimize the power JðWÞ at the receiver,
under the constraint that the message covariance matrix is transformed to the constraint
covariance matrix D. When D ¼ I, this may be viewed as a second-order zero-forcing

equalization. When solving Eqs. (3) and (5) for a joint precoder and equalizer design, a
constraint on the transmit power, e.g. trfGGH

gre2, is also imposed. In such a case, the
minimization problems of Eqs. (3) and (5) are solved for the equalizer filter W, as if G were
known. Then, the precoder filter G is designed under the transmit power constraint. The
solution to the constrained minimization over G is different for different precoder designs
[12–16] and will not be further elaborated here.

1.3. Main results

We present solutions for Eqs. (3) and (5) and establish connections between the linearly
and quadratically constrained problems. Given S and D, we show that the minimum value
for the quadratic form J under the family of linear constraints of form (2), with WWH

¼ S,
CHC ¼ LHVHVL ¼ D, V 2 V, and V the set of all p� r left-orthogonal complex matrices,
is the minimum value of J under the quadratic constraint of Eq. (4). This minimum is
obtained when the left-orthogonal matrix V carries the r principal eigenvectors of
SH=2R�1S1=2, where S1=2 2 Cn�p is one particular rectangular square-root of S ¼ S1=2SH=2,
which we shall define in Section 2, and SH=2 ¼ ðS1=2Þ

H . The key to this connection is a
majorization result for matrix trace and Poincare’s separation theorem. We note that
majorization theory [19] has been used before for solving constrained minimization
problems in signal processing and communications. Examples of such work are [14,16].

We present illuminating circuit diagrams, called generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC)
diagrams [20], for the solutions to Eqs. (3) and (5). The GSC diagrams allow for
establishing connections between our constrained minimizations and linear minimum
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mean-squared error (LMMSE) estimations. We show that the minimum value of the
quadratic form J in Eqs. (3) and (5) may in fact be interpreted as a weighted mean-squared
error (MSE) in an LMMSE estimation. Moreover, we establish the geometry of our
constrained minimizations and show that the solutions to Eqs. (3) and (5) can be expressed
in terms of oblique projections [21,22].
We note that our aim in this paper is to provide geometrical insights and to highlight the

relevance of GSC diagrams for analyzing the solutions to Eqs. (3) and (5). The reader is
referred to [6–9] for numerical examples concerning the use of Eqs. (3) and (5) for
constructing multi-rank MVDR beamformers. Similarly, numerical results concerning the
use of Eqs. (3) and (5) for precoder and equalizer design can be found in [12–16].
2. Preliminaries

Notations and typographic conventions: Scalars are represented by lowercase symbols in
Italic fonts, e.g. n. Vectors are represented by lowercase boldface symbols, e.g. x. All
matrices are represented by uppercase boldface symbols, e.g. A. Given an n�m complex
matrix A 2 Cn�m, we denote the ith column of A by ai, the matrix consisting of the first p

columns of A by Ap, and the matrix consisting of the remaining columns of A by A%.
Naturally, A ¼ ½ApA%�. When A 2 Cn�n is diagonal, we use Ap and A% to denote the upper
left p� p and the lower right ðn�pÞ � ðn�pÞ diagonal blocks of A. We use /AS to denote
the linear subspace spanned by the columns of A, and PA to denote the orthogonal
projection matrix onto /AS. Correspondingly, P?A ¼ I�PA denotes the orthogonal
projection onto /AS?, the linear subspace orthogonal to /AS. The matrix A 2 Cn�m

(n4m) is called left-orthogonal when AHA ¼ I and AAH
¼ PA. We use Ay ¼ ðAHAÞ�1AH

to denote the Moore–Penrose pseudo inverse of a tall matrix A 2 Cn�m (n4m) of rank m,
having AyA ¼ I and AAy ¼ PA [23].
We construct the SVD of a rank prminðn;mÞ rectangular matrix A 2 Cn�m as

A ¼ UARAV
H
A ¼ ½UA;pUA;%�

RA;p 0

0 0

� � VH
A;p

VH
A;%

" #
¼ UA;pRA;pV

H
A;p; ð6Þ

where RA;p ¼ diagðsA;1; . . . ;sA;pÞ carries the nonzero singular values of A, and UA;p 2 C
n�p,

UA;% 2 Cn�ðn�pÞ, VA;p 2 C
m�p, and VA;p 2 Cm�ðm�pÞ are all left-orthogonal. Clearly,

/AS ¼ /UA;pS, /AS? ¼ /UA;%S, PA ¼ PUA;p
, and P?A ¼ PUA;%

.
We construct the EVD of a rank prn PSD matrix A 2 Cn�n, with nonzero eigenvalues

l2A;1; . . . ; l
2
A;p, as in Eq. (6), by replacing VA and RA with UA and K2

A, where

K2
A ¼

K2
A;p 0

0 0

" #
2 Cn�n; K2

A;p ¼ diagðl2A;1; . . . ;l
2
A;pÞ: ð7Þ

Correspondingly, Ay ¼ UA;pK
�2
A;pU

H
A;p, with K�2A;p ¼ diagð1=l2A;1; . . . ; 1=l

2
A;pÞ, will be an EVD

of Ay.
We assume that in all SVD’s and EVD’s, the singular values and eigenvalues are

arranged in descending order, i.e. sA;1Z � � �ZsA;p40 and l2A;1Z � � �Zl2A;p40, unless
otherwise stated or implied. Naturally, when the eigenvalues of A ¼ UA;pK

2
A;pU

H
A;p are

arranged in descending order, the eigenvalues of Ay ¼ UA;pK
�2
A;pU

H
A;p are arranged in

ascending order.
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We define one particular square-root of a rank prn PSD matrix A 2 Cn�n as

A1=2
¼ UA;pKA;p; ð8Þ

where KA;p ¼ diagðlA;1; . . . ; lA;pÞ, lA;1; . . . ; lA;p40. It is clear that this square-root of A

satisfies A1=2AH=2
¼ A and A�H=2A�1=2 ¼ Ay, where AH=2

¼ ðA1=2
Þ
H is the Hermitian

transpose of A1=2, A�1=2 ¼ K�1A;pU
H
A;p is the left-inverse of A1=2 (i.e. A�1=2A1=2

¼ I), A�H=2
¼

ðA�1=2ÞH , and K�1A;p ¼ diagð1=lA;1; . . . ; 1=lA;pÞ. When A is PD, Ay is replaced by A�1.

Letting A 2 Cn�n and B 2 Cn�n be PD matrices, we say A is greater than B, and denote it

by A � B, when A�B is PD. When A � B, cHAc4cHBc for any nonzero complex vector
c 2 Cn.

Finally, three theorems play key roles in our developments: a majorization result for
matrix trace, Poincare’s separation theorem, and a few subspace identities.

Theorem 1 (A majorization result for matrix trace [19, Chapter 9, H.1.h]). Let A 2 Cn�n

and B 2 Cn�n be PSD matrices, with eigenvalues 0rl2A;1r � � �rl2A;n and

l2B;1Z � � �Zl2B;nZ0. Then,

trfABgZ
Xn

i¼1

l2A;il
2
B;i: ð9Þ

The equality holds when the eigenvectors of A and B are equal, i.e. UA ¼ UB.
1

Theorem 2 (Poincare’s separation theorem [24, Chapter 11, Theorem 10]). Let A 2 Cn�n be

a PSD matrix with eigenvalues 0rl2A;1r � � �rl2A;n and X 2 Cn�r (n4r) a left-orthogonal

matrix ðXHX ¼ I and XXH ¼ PXÞ. Further, let 0rl2B;1r � � �rl2B;r be the eigenvalues of

B ¼ XHAX 2 Cr�r. Then,

l2A;irl2B;irl2A;n�rþi; i ¼ 1; . . . ;r: ð10Þ

Theorem 3. Let A 2 Cn�m (nZm) be a rank pomrn matrix and B 2 Cn�n a PD matrix.
Then,

/BH=2UA;%S? ¼ /B�1=2UA;pS ð11Þ

and

P?
BH=2UA;%

¼ P
B�1=2UA;p

: ð12Þ

In the special case where p ¼ mon (A is tall and full-rank) we also have

/BH=2UA;%S? ¼ /B�1=2UA;pS ¼ /B�1=2AS ð13Þ

and

P?
BH=2UA;%

¼ PB�1=2UA;p
¼ PB�1=2A: ð14Þ
1Letting ~l
2

A;i be
~l
2

A;i ¼ l2A;n�iþ1, we may write the trace inequality in Eq. (9) as trfABgZ
Pn

i¼1
~l
2

A;n�iþ1l
2
B;i , where

the ~l
2

A;i are the eigenvalues of A, arranged in descending order. Then, it is interesting to note that the term on the

right-hand side (RHS) of this inequality is a discrete-time convolution between f0; f ~l
2

A;ig
n
i¼1g and f0; fl

2
B;ig

n
i¼1g,

computed at index nþ 1.
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Proof. See Appendix A.

3. Quadratic minimizations under linear and quadratic constraints
Theorem 4. The minimum value J0 of the quadratic form J in the linearly constrained

minimization problem (3) and the minimizer W ¼W0 are given by

J0 ¼ trfLHVH ðWHR�1WÞ�1VLg; ð15Þ

W0 ¼ R�1WðWHR�1WÞ�1VL: ð16Þ

Proof. This is a simple linearly constrained minimization problem, which can be solved
using the method of Lagrange multipliers [25, Chapter 19] and completing the square. &

The linear constraint WHW ¼ LHVH implies the modified linear constraint

WHWV ¼ LH ; ð17Þ

which is a constraint that WH images the r linear combinations WV as LH . However, the
modified constraint does not imply the original one. The reason is that the original
constraint in Eq. (3) enforces constraints on pZr linear combinations of the columns of W,
not just r of them. It is easy to show that the constraint in Eq. (3) is equivalent to

WHW½V V%� ¼ LH ½I 0�; ð18Þ

where ½V V%� 2 Cp�p is an orthogonal matrix.2 This means that under the original
constraint in Eq. (3) WH images the r linear combinations WV as LH and the p�r linear
combinations WV% as zero. These may be called zero-forcing constraints.
Under the modified linear constraint (17), the minimum value J0 of J and the minimizer

W ¼W0 are

J0 ¼ trfLH ðVHWHR�1WVÞ�1Lg; ð19Þ

W0 ¼ R�1WVðVHWHR�1WVÞ�1L: ð20Þ

It is easy to verify that Eqs. (19) and (20) reduce to Eqs. (15) and (16) when the left-
orthogonal matrix V 2 Cp�r carries r of the eigenvectors of WHR�1W. However, for any
other choice of V we can show that

trfLH ðVHWHR�1WVÞ�1LgotrfLHVH ðWHR�1WÞ�1VLg: ð21Þ

Therefore, the minimum value of the quadratic form J under the modified linear constraint
WHWV ¼ LH is always less than or equal to its minimum value under the original linear
constraint WHW ¼ LHVH . We defer the derivation of Eq. (21) to the end of Section 4 and
instead present an intuitive explanation here. As mentioned earlier in this section, the
modified constraint (17) does not enforce the p�r zero-forcing constraints that are
enforced by the original constraint WHWV ¼ LH (or equivalently (18)). Consequently,
2Post-multiplying WHW ¼ LHVH by ½V V%� yields the constraint in Eq. (18). Conversely, post-multiplying

Eq. (18) by ½V V%�
H yields the original constraint in Eq. (3).
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under the modified constraint there are more degrees of freedom available for minimizing
the quadratic form J.

We now consider minimizing JðWÞ under the quadratic constraint (4).

Theorem 5. The minimum value J0 of the quadratic form J in the quadratically constrained

minimization problem (5) and the minimizer W ¼W0 are given by

J0 ¼ trfUH
Q;rQ

�1UQ;rK
2
Dg ¼ trfK�2Q;rK

2
Dg ¼

Xr

i¼1

l2D;i
l2Q;i

; ð22Þ

and

W0 ¼ R�1S1=2ðSH=2R�1S1=2Þ
�1UQ;rD

H=2: ð23Þ

The matrix Q 2 Cp�p is the signal-to-signal-plus-noise ratio matrix3 and is defined as

Q ¼ SH=2R�1S1=2 ¼ KH
S;pU

H
S;pR

�1US;pKS;p: ð24Þ

Proof. The proof follows from the majorization result of Theorem 1 and Poincare’s
separation theorem, as shown in Appendix B.

3.1. Connections between linearly and quadratically constrained problems

Given S and D in the quadratically constrained problem (5), consider a corresponding
class of linearly constrained problems of form (3), in which

WWH
¼ S and LHVHVL ¼ LHL ¼ D; ð25Þ

and V 2 V is any p� r left-orthogonal complex matrix. This equation characterizes a class
of linear constraints of form (2) that are quadratically equivalent to the quadratic
constraint in Eq. (4).

Clearly, any linear constraint matrix LH 2 Cr�r satisfying LHVHVL ¼ LHL ¼ D may be
expressed as LH ¼ D1=2TH , where D1=2 ¼ UDKD and T 2 Cr�r is any orthogonal matrix.
However, the product of the orthogonal matrix T and the left-orthogonal matrix V, i.e.
VT, is a p� r left-orthogonal matrix and hence belongs to V. Therefore, from here on,
without loss of generality, we assume that T has been absorbed in V, and hence in the class
of linear constraints associated with Eq. (25) LH ¼ D1=2 ¼ UDKD.

We also assume that the rank-p matrix W 2 Cn�p is of the form

W ¼ UW;pRW;pI; ð26Þ

where UW;p 2 Cn�p is left-orthogonal and RW;p is diagonal: RW;p ¼ diagðsW;1; . . . ;sW;pÞ,
sW;1Z � � �ZsW;p40. One would expect to see an orthogonal matrix VH

W 2 Cp�p in place of
identity on the right-hand side of Eq. (26). But VH

W may always be absorbed in the left-
orthogonal matrix V 2 Cp�r in the constraint matrix CH

¼ LHVH , as ðVHVWÞ
H
2 Cp�r will
3In a signal-plus-noise model, the covariance matrix R ¼ SþN is the sum of the signal covariance matrix S and

the noise covariance matrix N. Since in the expression for Q the square-roots of the signal covariance matrix S are

multiplied by the inverse of the signal-plus-noise covariance matrix R, the matrix Q may be viewed as the signal-

to-signal-plus-noise ratio matrix. When S and R are circulant matrices the eigenvalues of Q are

l2Q;i ¼ SNRi=ð1þ SNRiÞ, where SNRi is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the i th discrete Fourier transform

(DFT) mode [26].
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be left-orthogonal. Considering Eq. (26), it is easy to see that WWH
¼ S ¼ US;pK

2
S;pU

H
S;p

implies W ¼ US;pKS;p ¼ S1=2.

Theorem 6. The smallest achievable value for the quadratic form J in the class of linearly

constrained problems characterized by Eq. (25) is

J0 ¼
Xr

i¼1

l2D;i
l2Q;i

; ð27Þ

which is equal to the minimum value of J in the quadratically constrained problem (5). This is

obtained when the left-orthogonal matrix V carries the r principal eigenvectors of Q ¼ SH=2

R�1S1=2, i.e. when V ¼ UQ;r. In such a case, the solution W ¼W0 is equal to W0 in Eq. (23).

Proof. See Appendix C.

This theorem shows that the quadratically constrained problem (5) is equivalent to the
following linearly constrained problem:

min
W2W;V2V

J ¼ trfWHRWg

subject to WHS1=2 ¼ D1=2VH : ð28Þ

4. Geometry and generalized sidelobe canceller diagrams

We now show that the solutions to Eqs. (3) and (5) can be expressed as GSCs [20]. GSCs
are particularly illuminating, as they tie the constrained minimizations of Eqs. (3) and (5)
to LMMSE estimations and oblique projection operators.
Inserting W ¼ UW;pRW;p in Eq. (16) yields

W0 ¼ R�1UW;pRW;pðR
H
W;pU

H
W;pR

�1UW;pRW;pÞ
�1VL

¼ R�H=2P
R�1=2UW;p

RH=2UW;pR
�H
W;pVL; ð29Þ

where

P
R�1=2UW;p

¼ R�1=2UW;pðU
H
W;pR

�1UW;pÞ
�1UH

W;pR
�H=2 ð30Þ

is the orthogonal projection matrix onto /R�1=2UW;pS. From Theorem 3, we have

PR�1=2UW;p
¼ I�PRH=2UW;%

¼ I�RH=2UW;%ðU
H
W;%RUW;%Þ

�1UH
W;%R

1=2: ð31Þ

Using Eq. (31), we may rewrite Eq. (29) as

W0 ¼ R�H=2½I�RH=2UW;%ðU
H
W;%RUW;%Þ

�1UH
W;%R

1=2�RH=2UW;pR
�H
W;pVL

¼ ½UW;p�UW;%ðU
H
W;%RUW;%Þ

�1UH
W;%RUW;p�R

�H
W;pVL ¼ ½UW;p�UW;%F�R

�H
W;pVL; ð32Þ

where

F ¼ ðUH
W;%RUW;%Þ

�1UH
W;%RUW;p: ð33Þ

The last expression in Eq. (32) is the GSC representation of W0. The solution
W0 is a filter (beamformer or equalizer) that takes the measurement vector x to the
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output vector y ¼WH
0 x:

y ¼WH
0 x ¼ LHVHR�1W;p½u�F

Hv� ¼ LHVHR�1W;pe; ð34Þ

where u, v, and e are the following vectors, as illustrated in the GSC diagram of Fig. 2:

u ¼ UH
W;px; v ¼ UH

W;%x; and e ¼ u�FHv: ð35Þ

In this diagram, the vector x is decomposed into two sets of coordinates u ¼ UH
W;px and

v ¼ UH
W;%x, with composite covariance matrix

E
u

v

� �
½uH vH � ¼

ðRuu ¼ UH
W;pRUW;pÞ ðRuv ¼ UH

W;pRUW;%Þ

ðRvu ¼ UH
W;%RUW;pÞ ðRvv ¼ UH

W;%RUW;%Þ

" #
: ð36Þ

It is easy to recognize that FH ¼ RuvR
�1
vv is the LMMSE filter in estimating u from v.

Correspondingly, e ¼ u�FHv is the error in such an estimation, with covariance

Ree ¼ E½eeH � ¼ Ruu�RuvR
�1
vv Rvu

¼ UH
W;pRUW;p�U

H
W;pRUW;%ðU

H
W;%RUW;%Þ

�1UH
W;%RUW;p

¼ UH
W;pR

1=2ðI�PRH=2U%

ÞRH=2UW;p: ð37Þ

Using Theorem 3, we may write

I�PRH=2UW;%
¼ PR�1=2UW;p

¼ R�1=2UW;pðU
H
W;pR

�1UW;pÞ
�1UH

W;pR
�H=2; ð38Þ

and then simplify Eq. (37) to

Ree ¼ ðU
H
W;pR

�1UW;pÞ
�1: ð39Þ

The trace of Ree measures the mean-squared error (MSE) in estimating u from v:

MSE ¼ trfReeg ¼ trfðUH
W;pR

�1UW;pÞ
�1
g: ð40Þ

With this interpretation, the output vector ymay be viewed as a weighted (colored) error
vector, with covariance

Ryy ¼ E½yyH � ¼ LHVHR�1W;pðU
H
W;pR

�1UW;pÞ
�1R�H

W;pVL ¼ LHVH ðWHR�1WÞ�1VL; ð41Þ

where the last equality follows from W ¼ UW;pRW;p. Therefore, trfRyyg is a weighted MSE.
However, trfRyyg is also the minimum value of the quadratic form J ¼ trfWHRWg in (15).
Thus, in the linearly constrained problem (3) the minimum value of the quadratic form J

measures the weighted MSE in the LMMSE estimation problem in Fig. 2. The upper
branch of the GSC diagram from x to y is the part of W0 that satisfies the constraint
Fig. 2. Generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC) diagram.
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WH
0 W ¼ LHVH , and the lower branch is the part that minimizes the quadratic form J, by

minimizing the weighted MSE.
Let us define W

H
¼ UH

W;p and WH ¼ FHUH
W;% as the upper and lower branches of the

GSC diagram from x to e. Then, we have

WH ¼ FHUH
W;% ¼W

H
KH ; ð42Þ

where

KH ¼ RUW;%ðU
H
W;%RUW;%Þ

�1UH
W;% ¼ R1=2PRH=2UW;%

R�1=2: ð43Þ

It is easy to see that KH is idempotent, i.e. KHKH ¼ KH . But it is not Hermitian, i.e.
KHaK. Thus, KH is an oblique projection matrix [21,22]. By a simple algebraic
manipulation, we may rewrite KH as

KH ¼ RUW;%ðU
H
W;%RUW;%Þ

�1UH
W;%

¼ RUW;%ðU
H
W;%RUW;%U

H
W;%RUW;%Þ

�1UH
W;%RUW;%U

H
W;%

¼ RUW;%ðU
H
W;%RPUW;%RUW;%Þ

�1UH
W;%RPUW;% : ð44Þ

Substituting PUW;% ¼ P?UW;p
in Eq. (44) yields

KH ¼ RUW;%ðU
H
W;%RP

?
UW;p

RUW;%Þ
�1UH

W;%RP
?
UW;p

: ð45Þ

This shows that KH is an oblique projection whose range is /RUW;%S and whose null space
is /UW;pS [21]. Similarly, we can show that ðI�KH Þ is an oblique projection whose range is
/UW;pS and whose null space is /RUW;%S:

I�KH ¼ R1=2P
R�1=2UW;p

R�1=2 ¼ UW;pðU
H
W;pP

?
RUW;%

UW;pÞ
�1UH

W;pP
?
RUW;%

: ð46Þ

Using (42), we may write the filter WH
0 in terms of the oblique projection KH as

WH
0 ¼ LHVHR�1W;pðW

H
þWH Þ ¼ LHVHR�1W;pU

H
W;pðI�K

H Þ: ð47Þ

Correspondingly, we may redraw the GSC diagram as in Fig. 3. In this new diagram, the
error vector e is computed by subtracting from the measurement vector x its oblique
projection by KH , and transforming the result by W

H
¼ UH

W;p: Alternatively, the error
vector e may be computed by obliquely projecting the measurement vector x by ðI�KH Þ,
and then transforming the result byW

H
¼ UH

W;p. As illustrated in Fig. 4, KHx is the oblique
projection of x onto /RUW;%S along /UW;pS, and ðI�KH Þx is the oblique projection of x
onto /UW;pS along /RUW;%S.
Fig. 3. Oblique projection implementation of the GSC diagram.
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It was established in Theorem 6 that the linearly constrained problem (3) is equivalent to
the quadratically constrained problem (5) when W ¼ S1=2, LH ¼ D1=2, and V ¼ UQ;r.
Therefore, the GSC diagram in Fig. 2 will be a GSC diagram for (23), if R�1W;p, V

H , and LH

are replaced by K�1S;p, U
H
Q;r, and D1=2. The rest of the diagram remains the same, as W ¼ S1=2

implies UW;p ¼ US;p and UW;% ¼ US;%. Obviously, the oblique projection formulation for
(23) is obtained from (47) after proper replacements. Theorem 6 also shows that when
W ¼ S1=2 and LH ¼ D1=2 the smallest achievable weighted MSE is equal to the minimum
value of J in the quadratically constrained problem (5), and is obtained when the left-
orthogonal matrix V consists of the r principal eigenvectors of the signal-to-signal-plus-
noise ratio matrix Q.

Combining Eqs. (37) and (39), and noting that F is of form (33), we may write

UH
W;pRUW;p ¼ FHUH

W;%RUW;%Fþ ðU
H
W;pR

�1UW;pÞ
�1: ð48Þ

The term on the LHS of Eq. (48) is the covariance matrix of u. The first term on the RHS

of Eq. (48) is the covariance matrix of û ¼ FHv, the estimate of u ¼ û þ e from v, and the
second term is the covariance matrix of the error vector e. Therefore, (48) is a

decomposition of Ruu ¼ UH
W;pRUW;p into the sum of Rû û ¼ FHUH

W;%RUW;%F and

Ree ¼ ðU
H
W;pR

�1UW;pÞ
�1. This decomposition directly follows from the fact that in the

LMMSE estimation in Fig. 2 the error vector e ¼ u�û is orthogonal to the vector v and the

estimate û ¼ FHv. This orthogonality property is illustrated in Fig. 5(a).

In beamforming, the matrix UH
W;pRUW;p may be called the Bartlett matrix, as

trfUH
W;pRUW;pg ¼ E½ðUH

W;pxÞ
H
ðUH

W;pxÞ� is the power at the output of the multi-rank Bartlett
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Fig. 5. (a) Orthogonal decomposition of u into û and e and (b) Pythagorean decomposition of the Bartlett matrix

into the Capon matrix and the GSC matrix.
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beamformer UH
W;p [9,18,27]. Similarly, FHUH

W;%RUW;%F and ðUH
W;pR

�1UW;pÞ
�1 may be called,

respectively, the GSC matrix and the Capon (or MVDR) matrix. In light of the orthogonal
decomposition of u in Fig. 5(a), and the fact that the Bartlett, Capon, and GSC matrices
are all PD, we may view (48) as a ‘‘Pythagorean decomposition’’ of the Bartlett matrix into
the Capon matrix and the GSC matrix, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b).
From Eq. (48), it is obvious that the difference between the Bartlett matrix and the

Capon matrix is PD, and therefore we have the matrix inequality

ðUH
W;pRUW;pÞ � ðU

H
W;pR

�1UW;pÞ
�1: ð49Þ

Naturally, Eq. (49) implies the trace inequality

trfUH
W;pRUW;pg4trfðUH

W;pR
�1UW;pÞ

�1
g; ð50Þ

which shows that the output power of a multi-rank MVDR beamformer4 is always less
than that of a multi-rank Bartlett beamformer. A more general trace inequality that
follows from Eq. (49) is

trfLHVHR�1W;pU
H
W;pRUW;pR

�H
W;pVLg4trfLHVHR�1W;pðU

H
W;pR

�1UW;pÞ
�1R�H

W;pVLg; ð51Þ

which shows that in the GSC diagram of Fig. 2 the power of y is smaller with the lower
branch switched in than switched out.
In deriving Eq. (48), we need R to be PD, and UW ¼ ½UW;pUW;%� to be an orthogonal

matrix. However, no particular relation between R and UW is required. Therefore, in
general, the matrix UW;p can be any n� p complex left-orthogonal matrix. In other words,
considering an arbitrary rank �pon matrix M 2 Cn�p with the SVD M ¼ UM;pRM;pV

H
M, in

the GSC diagram of Fig. 2, we can replace UW;p and UW;% by UM;p and UM;%, solve for the
LMMSE estimator, and then obtain the decomposition

UH
M;pRUM;p ¼ FHUH

M;%RUM;%Fþ ðU
H
M;pR

�1UM;pÞ
�1; ð52Þ

with F ¼ ðUH
M;%RUM;%Þ

�1UH
M;%RUM;p. Pre-multiplying Eq. (52) by VMRH

M;p and post-

multiplying it by RM;pV
H
M, and noting that RM;p is a full-rank p� p diagonal matrix and
4Note that in the GSC diagram in Fig. 2, the error vector emay be viewed as the output of a multi-rank MVDR

beamformer that is associated with a linearly constrained minimization of form (3), with W ¼ UW;p and

CH
¼ LHVH ¼ I.
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VM 2 Cp�p is an orthogonal matrix, yields

MHRM ¼ VMRH
M;pF

HUH
M;%RUM;%FRM;pV

H
M þ ðN

HR�1NÞ�1; ð53Þ

where N ¼ UM;pR
�H
M;pV

H
M. Observing that NHM ¼ I, and the first term on the RHS of

Eq. (53) is PD, we may state the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Let M 2 Cn�p and N 2 Cn�p (pon) be full-rank matrices such that NHM ¼ I,
i.e. NH is the left-inverse of M, and R 2 Cn�n be a PD matrix. Then,

MHRM � ðNHR�1NÞ�1: ð54Þ

A direct consequence of this theorem is the trace inequality trfMHRMg4trfðNHR�1NÞ�1g in

[24, Chapter 11].

Remark. The trace inequality in Eq. (21) follows from Theorem 7, by replacing R and
M ¼ N with ðWHR�1WÞ�1 and V, and noting that the traces on the LHS and RHS of Eq.
(21) are, respectively, sums of the quadratic forms of ðVHWHR�1WVÞ�1 and
VHðWHR�1WÞ�1V that are constructed by pre-multiplying these matrices by the rows of
LH and post-multiplying them by the columns of L.

5. Conclusions

The constrained minimization problems considered here arise in the design of multi-rank
beamformers for radar, sonar, and wireless communications, and in the design of
precoders and equalizers for digital communications. The aim is to minimize variance (or
power) under a constraint that certain subspace signals are passed through the matrix filter
undistorted. This leads to quadratic minimizations under a set of linear or quadratic
constraints. Solutions to these problems were derived and connections between the linearly
and quadratically constrained minimizations were established. The majorization result of
Theorem 1 and Poincare’s separation theorem played key roles in establishing the
connection. We presented GSC diagrams for our solutions, clarifying in the process the
connections between the linearly and quadratically constrained minimizations and
LMMSE estimations. We then showed that our solutions can be cast in terms of oblique
projections and established the geometry of our constrained minimizations.

Appendix A

A.1. Proof of Theorem 3

The subspace identity in Eq. (11) follows by observing that /B�1=2UA;pS and
/BH=2UA;%S are p- and (n–p)-dimensional subspaces of Cn, and that Euclidean inner
products between B�1=2UA;p and BH=2UA;% are zero:

ðB�1=2UA;pÞ
HBH=2UA;% ¼ UH

A;pUA;% ¼ 0;

ðBH=2UA;%Þ
HB�1=2UA;p ¼ UH

A;%UA;p ¼ 0: ð55Þ

The projection identity in Eq. (12) is a direct consequence of Eq. (11). In the special case
where p ¼ mon, in the SVD of A ¼ UA;pRA;pV

H
A;p, VA;p 2 Cp�p is an orthogonal matrix and
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hence RA;pV
H
A;p 2 Cp�p is nonsingular. Consequently, /B�1=2AS ¼ /B�1=2UA;pRA;pV

H
A;pS

¼ /B�1=2UA;pS, which yields the additional identities in Eqs. (13) and (14). When pom,

however, /B�1=2AS is a subspace of /B�1=2UA;pS.

A.2. Proof of Theorem 5

Consider the EVD of S ¼ USK
2
SU

H
S . Since US ¼ ½US;p US;%� 2 Cn�n is an orthogonal

basis for Cn, without loss of generality, we may express W 2 Cn�r as

W ¼ ½US;p US;%�
A

B

� �
¼ US;pAþUS;%B; ð56Þ

where A 2 Cp�r and B 2 Cðn�pÞ�r.
We start by satisfying the quadratic constraint WHSW ¼ D. Substituting for W from

Eq. (56), we may simplify the constraint to

WHSW ¼ ½AH BH �
K2

S;p 0

0 0

" #
A

B

� �
¼ D; ð57Þ

or equivalently

AHK2
S;pA ¼ D: ð58Þ

Therefore, A must be of the form

A ¼ K�H
S;p ED

H=2 ¼ K�H
S;p EKH

DU
H
D ; ð59Þ

where E 2 Cp�r (pZrÞ is a left-orthogonal matrix, yet to be determined.
Inserting W ¼ US;pAþUS;%B in JðWÞ ¼ trfWHRWg yields

JðWÞ ¼ trfðUS;pAþUS;%BÞ
HRðUS;pAþUS;%BÞg

¼ trfðRH=2US;pAþ RH=2US;%BÞ
H
ðRH=2US;pAþ RH=2US;%BÞg: ð60Þ

Assuming A (or equivalently E) is fixed, we minimize J with respect to B. Since columns of
RH=2US;p and RH=2US;% do not lie in the same subspace this minimization results in a least-
squares solution for B of the form

B ¼ �ðRH=2US;%Þ
yRH=2US;pA: ð61Þ

Plugging B in Eq. (60) yields

J ¼ trfAHUH
S;pR

1=2½I�RH=2US;%ðR
H=2US;%Þ

y
�RH=2US;pAg

¼ trfAHUH
S;pR

1=2½I�PRH=2US;%
�RH=2US;pAg

¼ trfAHUH
S;pR

1=2P?
RH=2US;%

RH=2US;pAg: ð62Þ

Using Theorem 3, we may write

P?
RH=2US;%

¼ PR�1=2US;p
¼ R�1=2US;pðU

H
S;pR

�1US;pÞ
�1UH

S;pR
�H=2; ð63Þ

and then use Eq. (63) to simplify Eq. (62) as

J ¼ trfAH
ðUH

S;pR
�1US;pÞ

�1Ag: ð64Þ
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Plugging A ¼ K�H
S;p EKH

DU
H
D in Eq. (64) yields

J ¼ trfUDKDE
HK�1S;pðU

H
S;pR

�1US;pÞ
�1K�H

S;p EKH
DU

H
D g

¼ trfEHðKH
S;pU

H
S;pR

�1US;pKS;pÞ
�1EK2

Dg; ð65Þ

where the second equality follows from the cyclic property of trace and UH
DUD ¼ I. Using

Eq. (24), we may rewrite Eq. (65) as

J ¼ trfEHðSH=2R�1S1=2Þ
�1EK2

Dg ¼ trfEHQ�1EK2
Dg: ð66Þ

We may now minimize J with respect to the left-orthogonal matrix E 2 Cp�r.
Let 0ol2~Q;1r � � �rl2~Q;r be the eigenvalues of ~Q ¼ EHQ�1E. Then from Theorem 1,
we have

J ¼ trf ~QK2
DgZ

Xr

i¼1

l2~Q;il
2
D;i: ð67Þ

Since E is left-orthogonal, from Theorem 2, the eigenvalues of Q�1 and ~Q ¼ EHQ�1E, i.e.
1=l2Q;i and l2~Q;i, satisfy the inequalities

1

l2Q;i
rl2~Q ;ir

1

l2Q;p�rþi

; i ¼ 1; . . . ;r: ð68Þ

Combining Eqs. (67) and (68), and plugging in Q�1 ¼ UQK�2Q UH
Q yields

J ¼ trfEHUQK�2Q UH
QEK2

DgZ
Xr

i¼1

l2D;i
l2Q;i

: ð69Þ

The equality holds when EHUQ ¼ ½Ir 0� or equivalently E ¼ UQ;r. Thus, the minimum
value of the quadratic form J is

J0 ¼
Xr

i¼1

l2D;i
l2Q;i

: ð70Þ

Correspondingly, the solution W ¼W0 is

W0 ¼ US;pAþUS;%B

¼ ½US;p�R
�H=2RH=2US;%ðU

H
S;%RUS;%Þ

�1UH
S;%R

1=2RH=2US;p�K
�H
S;p UQ;rD

H=2

¼ R�H=2ðI�PRH=2US;%
ÞRH=2US;pK

�H
S;p UQ;rD

H=2

¼ R�1US;pðU
H
S;pR

�1US;pÞ
�1K�H

S;p UQ;rD
H=2; ð71Þ

where the last equality follows from Eq. (63). Finally, a simple algebraic manipulation on
Eq. (71) yields

W0 ¼ R�1US;pKS;pðK
H
S;pU

H
S;pR

�1US;pKS;pÞ
�1UQ;rD

H=2

¼ R�1S1=2ðSH=2R�1S1=2Þ
�1UQ;rD

H=2: ð72Þ
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A.3. Proof of Theorem 6

Inserting LH ¼ D1=2 ¼ UDKD and W ¼ S1=2 in Eq. (15) yields

J0 ¼ trfUDKDV
H ðSH=2R�1S1=2Þ

�1VKH
DU

H
D g ¼ trfVHQ�1VK2

Dg: ð73Þ

Noting that V is left-orthogonal, using Theorems 1 and 2, and an argument similar to that
made in deriving Eqs. (67) to (69), we can derive the inequality

J0 ¼ trfVHQ�1VK2
DgZ

Xr

i¼1

l2D;i
l2Q;i

: ð74Þ

The RHS of this inequality is equal to the minimum value of the quadratic form J in
Eq. (22). The equality in Eq. (74) holds when VHUQ;r ¼ ½Ir 0� or equivalently V ¼ UQ;r.
Finally, inserting W ¼ S1=2, L ¼ DH=2, and V ¼ UQ;r in Eq. (16) yields

W0 ¼ R�1S1=2ðSH=2R�1S1=2Þ
�1UQ;rD

H=2; ð75Þ

which is equal to W0 in Eq. (23).
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